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Interview with Carlo De Carolis, President and CEO of Conte of Florence Distribution SpA

An Italian revival: Tribute
to sportive fashion
For people who grew up in the 1980s, flashing the name of a
label was a natural thing to make a fashion statement. Some
labels were flashier than others though, and a few brands were
a bit more subtle, or rather: Classy. Flashing labels is very
much en vogue again today, but just like in the old days, so is
subtle understatement. A brand that subscribes to this category
is Conte of Florence. Established in 1952, the fashion brand
grew popular in Italy and Europe in particular in the 1970s and
1980s and today, thanks to its new President and CEO, Carlo
De Carolis, Conte of Florence outfits have been chosen by celebrities as diverse as Michel Platini or Victoria Beckham.

clothes for the more informal get-

president and CEO also decided

together which follow sports and

to revive the brand by going back

exercise: a get-together where

to the traditional colour palette. “It

people wanted to be dressed well.

surely makes a lot of sense that
the revival of the logo goes hand

A major decision that the new

in hand with the colours that

president of the company made

Conte of Florence was originally

is reviving the old label that the

associated with.”

company had created back in
1952. “I often look at our label

Currently Conte of Florence has

and think: We won the branding

50 shops in Italy. A showroom in

lottery! It so much stands for what

the center of Florence is open for

Conte of Florence comes back to its origins: The showroom is opening right in the
center of Florence in February 2018

we sell: A classic, sporty and yet

business as of February 2018.

modern look that fits perfectly

To date, Conte of Florence has

Conte of Florence Distribution

‘C’ and a lily flower, the emblem

into the 21st century and even

about 20 shops abroad, mostly in

SpA is an Italian fashion enter-

of Tuscany’s regional capital.

the urban environment, but that

eastern Europe. Two-thirds of the

prise that prides itself on a history

Some years later, the logo was

also recalls heritage,” under-

Italian shops are owned by the

of its own: In the center of Flor-

well-known all over Italy. At some

lines Carlo De Carolis. “This is

company, the rest, including all

ence near Ponte Vecchio, one

point, Conte of Florence was the

exactly what our customers want

those outside Italy, are franchis-

of the city’s best dressmakers

sponsor of the Italian skiing team

to see on our clothes,” he adds.

ing enterprises. With the brand

decided to enlarge his business in

– and the popularity of the ‘C’ with

“And it has a strong appeal to it

revival of Conte of Florence, Carlo

1952 – the birth date of the brand

the lily on shirts and other pieces

when it comes to identifying with

De Carolis is also envisioning a

Conte of Florence that soon was

grew even further. The company’s

what one wears.” Apart from re-

move towards internationalizing

crowned with its classic logo: A

outfits were just the kind of

introducing the original logo, the

his label. “95% of our sales are in
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Conte of Florence Distribution SpA
Cte Luini Snc
55011 Altopascio (LU)
Italy
 +39 0583 201600
 www.conteofflorence.com

The place where designs and production meet: The Conte of Florence headquarters
in Tuscany

Italy. But I believe there is much

ther that will make it succeed on

ers. They are exactly the kind

new ideas with his team. And he

more potential out there in the

the globalized fashion market.

of sophisticated and yet sports-

works hand-in-hand with our pro-

world. Beside key European mar-

If one takes a closer look at the

loving clientele we would like to

duction, most of which is still in

kets like Germany and France I

fashion and apparel products sold

reach now in the US market,”

Europe,” says the CEO. “We have

am currently looking at the US in

by Conte of Florence, the urban

explains Carlo De Carolis. Conte

achieved the best results with this

particular. We will distribute Conte

fashion sportswear philosophy

of Florence has also developed

tandem approach and are well-

of Florence fashion there this

stands out in both the women’s

unique products for the more ur-

equipped for the future due to it.”

spring. This is a very exciting step

and men’s segments. Knitwear

ban crowd though. Their ‘cappello

Conte of Florence is also looking

for us!” And Carlo De Carolis does

and polo-shirts are amongst the

gioiello, a booble hat for women

at a bright future simply because

not like half-hearted decisions.

best-selling items, but there are

featuring shiny crystals, is among

the brand speaks for itself. “Story-

For his business development

jackets, pants and accessories as

the highlight products of the

telling is a big buzzword these

plan he got the former VP USA of

well. A market that comes natural

company’s accessories. Of course

days. But you do not make a poor

Geox on board. Yet another man

to Conte of Florence is the market

such products do not come by

product better simply by adding

with a proven track record in tak-

of golf enthusiasts. “Golf players

chance. “We have a dedicated

a good story to it,” muses Carlo

ing a company just that step fur-

are somehow our natural custom-

art director who develops brand

De Carolis. “Our current brand revival is authentic because we truly
can go back to our roots, a tailor’s
shop in the center of Florence,
and we do still sell quality – at an
affordable price in the 21st century. That is hard to beat by the
competition.”
Carlo De Carolis is on a mission.
And he excels at it: “In times of
change and new developments,
the cultivation of relationships is
key, within the company and with
new and old business partners.
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Only the best materials are used – and classic
shirts and sweaters are still bestsellers

It’s fantastic to be part of this.”

❙
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Accessories are leading ahead in the design factory of Conte of Florence

Interview with Pietro Negra, CEO of Cris Conf S.p.A.

Italian Luxury Fashion:
Where Style is DNA
If you think about fashion, there are two countries that come to mind:
France, yes, but also Italy. It seems that Italy, so full of vibrant culture, easily managed to transfer its heritage of Renaissance men and
famous painters into fashion. Italian fabric has had an unsurpassed
reputation for centuries. But it is the unique Italian style, the country’s
fashion DNA, which has inspired companies such as Cris Conf S.p.A.
to make Italian fashion a worldwide business.
Pietro Negra, CEO of Cris Conf

on the payroll – 250 of them at the

Russia and China. The US and Ja-

most positive way possible.” With

S.p.A., is a prime example of

company’s Italian headquarters

pan are also new to us – we have

three collections per year, Pinko

a self-made man in the Italian

in Fidenza. The yearly revenues

engaged there in the last two years

runs a pre-collection, a main-

fashion business. “I have had an

amount to roughly 215 million

and now need to fine-tune things

collection, and a flash-collection.

interest in fashion for a long time.

EUR in 2017. Thanks to an in-

there, for instance rethink about

The flagship store on Via Monte

My original inspiration was, believe

tensified international marketing

whether multibrand stores should

Napoleone in Milan provides Pinko

it or not, Formula 1. We started

effort, exports are forecasted to

rather be substituted withy mono-

with just the right crowd. Located

off by creating shirts for sponsors.

reach 55% of total business in the

brand stores,” Mr. Negra explains.

side by side with stores of Versace,

But in the early 1990s, I could not

coming year – a step that will fur-

ignore my desire to create my very

ther raise the revenues. “Originally,

But what is it really that fascinates

other big Italian fashion names,

own fashion brand anymore: The

we stayed in Italy, and then tested

fashionistas from all over the world

fashionistas have long embraced

birthdate of Pinko.”

how international markets respond

to subscribe to Pinko? The Italian

Pinko’s store to shop for unique

Dolce & Gabbana, Valentino and

to our brand. Take London or Paris

fashion DNA is a decisive factor.

pieces to complement their ward-

About 25 years later, Cris Conf

or any big European metropolis.

“We love to dress people in a very

robe. “Of course the heart of Italy’s

S.p.A has 180 monobrand stores

Our brand worked, and took off.

stylish way, but we definitely do

fashion capital is our main hub.

worldwide and 1,000 employees

We now want to see a growth in

not overdo it,,” Mr. Negra notes.

We also have a showroom in Milan.

“Take a woman in the

Modern company buildings in Fidenza harbour the heart of Pinko’s creativity and
unique branding
EUROPEAN

business

21st

century.

But Pinko has a worldwide appeal;

She has to look business-like dur-

be it at our monobrand stores or

ing the day and still hit the bars or

at the multibrand ones, we make

even attend festivities in the even-

sure presentation is king. We want

ing. Pinko is just the right brand

women to look at our pieces in the

for that. Call it a sophisticated style

display and think: I want to have

if you wish; we deliver, and with a

this! We have an appealing, lively

handful of pieces these women get

brand with Pinko – and are still

through the day and night – and

true to the Italian idea of style. That

they will be remembered as wom-

simply sells,” the CEO points out.

en who were very well-dressed. In

The fact that Pietro Negra has also

a world where a statement in the

complemented his women’s fash-

public realm has to be made within

ion with Pinko Up – a fashion line

seconds, the women we dress will

for girls – underscores the popular-

catch people’s attention in the

ity of the pieces Pinko creates.

www.european-business.com
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Production at Pinko relies on manual skills complemented by state-of-the-art technology

Pinko’s monobrand stores have a great visual appeal and underline the lively and
sophisticated character of the brand

If one takes a peek at Pinko’s look

company’s own design and tailor-

cates. “And fashion of course has

brand stores as well. Frankfurt and

book, one can easily grasp what

ing is one factor that assures this.

become a major ingredient of all

Hamburg are locations we are tak-

Mr. Negra means: The Pinko visu-

Relying on European and Middle

social media networks. We also like

ing a closer look at at the moment,

als are unique. And they go hand

East origin for most of Pinko’s sup-

to use these to keep in touch with

and also Zurich,”notes Mr. Negra

in hand with the names Pinko

plies is certainly another.

our customers.”

chooses for its styles: Military Gold,

Pinko is a success story made in

Power Glam or Wow White. “We

Given the very visual character

Another step Pinko is taking is

Italy. So what does the future hold?

have found the right marketing

of fashion, online commerce is a

making the brand even more in-

“We definitely want to drive up

people to support our branding,”

major topic for Pinko. “We have

ternational. While the company is

sales internationally. And possibly

Mr. Negra underlines. “Any woman

used the online channel for six

eyeing up a consolidation in the

creating the most desirable Pinko

who is dedicated to dressing up in

years now - in addition to our col-

German and European market, it

outfit for a woman will always re-

style can relate to these buzzwords

lections at stores of course. But we

wants to adapt its approach. “So

main the greatest challenge. I am

– and will want to have the pieces

do see that we could intensify this

far we have only worked with multi-

happy to take on this challenge,”

in her closet.” True to its Italian ap-

even further. We handle it in-house

brand stores and wholesalers in

concludes Mr. Negra.

proach to style, Pinko not only sells

now, and that was the first step in

the German-speaking market. We

good looks, but also quality. The

the right direction,” Mr. Negra indi-

think it is time to open up mono-

❙

Cris Conf S.p.A.

Strada Communale per Fornio 132
43036 Fidenza (PR)
Italy
 +39 0524 530811
 +39 0524 531157
 info@pinko.com
 www.pinko.com

Pinko store windows catch people’s attention - a very well intended sales approach

www.european-business.com
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Interview with Andrea Santori, President and CFO of Santori Pellami s.p.a.

A tradition of fine leather
The small town of Monte Urano in the Province of Fermo in Italy has been an important center
for shoe production in the country for many decades. Many footwear factories are located in
this region, producing shoes for men, women and children, which are famous around the
world. Santori Pellami s.p.a., headquartered in Monte Urano, provides shoe producers with
a broad range of the finest leather and has been serving its customers since 1890.

services to the demands of our
customers.”
Today, Santori employs 60 staff in
eight subsidiaries and realizes
annual turnover of 22 million EUR.
Almost 50% of sales are exported
worldwide. The company has proven itself a reliable partner in the
industry, with high-quality products and a professional market approach. “We are a company with a
very long tradition, and I am proud
Santori Pellami has a large, well-stocked showroom at its main offices in Monte Urano in Italy, where customers can smell the
aroma of the real leather and feel the softness of the wide range of tanned leathers

to be part of our family business,”
points out Mr. Santori. “A large
part of our family is involved; we

Four generations of the Santori

especially after the Second World

fers leather for bags and belts.

have grown up with the company.

family have worked hard to make

War, the company supported the

“In general, we provide leather

We want to maintain our tradition

the company one of the leaders

shoe manufacturers in the region

from calf, pigskin, goat and lamb

and remain a reliable partner for

in the industry. “Continuous in-

through industrial expansion. To-

in a wide range of colours and

our customers.”

novation, new ideas and a modern

gether with its customers, Santori

finishes,” says Mr. Santori, who

approach have played a significant

Pellami was able to grow, estab-

leads the company as the fourth

role in the successful development

lishing additional production facili-

generation of the Santori family.

of our firm in recent years,” states

ties in the south of Italy as well as

“For ten years now, we have also

Andrea Santori, President and

in Portugal, China, Spain and Bul-

been offering a completely eco-

CFO. “Our aim is to continue the

garia. The company has become

friendly product called Naturella,

tradition of our family, passing on

an expert in leather workmanship,

which, being ecologic, anti-

a successful business to the next

using different processing tech-

allergenic and certified in terms of

generation.”

niques to produce different varie-

biodegradability by the University

ties of surfaces and colours.

of Bologne, is perfectly suitable

Santori was founded in 1890 by

for children’s shoes. This product

Vincenzo Santori, who started

The range comprises leather for

was created according to our own

the business selling rabbit skins

lining as well as leather for upper

requirements, but it has become

as well as tanned leathers. The

of shoes for women, men and

very successful. We have always

business grew continuously, and

children. In addition, Santori of-

tried to adapt our products and

EUROPEAN
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Santori Pellami s.p.a.
Via Francia 1/A
63811 Monte Urano (FM)
Italy
 +39 0734 841864
 +39 0734 841261
 santori@santori.com
 www.santori.com
www.european-business.com
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Interview with Veronica Verona, Head of Marketing and Sales, and
Anna Nava, Key Account Manager at Deoflor S.P.A.

The scent of sustainability
For more than 50 years now, toilet cleaning blocks and home air fresheners have been the
core competence of Deoflor S.P.A. Today, the Italian family business is well-established as a
competent partner for the development and manufacture of bespoke solutions for customers
at home and abroad including private label solutions.

Innovating and simplifying the industry, the mission of the Deoflor
managers Veronica Verona (left) and Anna Nava

brand leaders and as private label

novation based on an international

solutions for retail chains such as

shelving study which is updated

Carrefour, Auchan, Aldi and Lidl.

every six months,” states Ms.

Over the past ten years, Deoflor

Verona. “We present what is on

has experienced ongoing growth

the shelves in every country. With

with an increase of 17% last year

innovative products, simplified pro-

to 33 million EUR. According to

cesses and market analyses, we

Ms. Nava, the many certifications

are well on our way to positioning

fuelled growth. “We are certified

ourselves as experts for products

to quality, environmental compat-

and for the industry. We have a

ibility, health and safety of employ-

number of vehicles to this end,

ees, and we were the first Italian

an updated website with a blog

company to get the important IFS

answering questions. We are creat-

certification. We are also certified

ing a magazine with topical news,

“We are active in the fast-moving

and sustainability will be the next

to ISO 27001 for the security of

we have videos on YouTube, and

consumer goods market, and we

trend. For us, sustainability is our

confidential data. Confidentiality is

we regularly present our products

have the know-how and the crea-

basic value. Our mission is to in-

a much-valued asset for us and for

at PLMA in Amsterdam. For two

tivity to meet the changing market

novate and simplify the industry by

our customers.”

months now, we have been send-

trends,” says Key Account Man-

creating sustainability. For exam-

ager Anna Nava. Deoflor keeps

ple, chlorine is increasingly being

As a partner to its customers, Deo-

creating new solutions including

used for hygiene products. Our

flor shares both its product know-

solid, liquid and maxi toilet clean-

formula has the highest hygienic

how and its market know-how.

ing products in a variety of colours

effect with less chlorine impact.”

“Our Virtual Shelf is a service in-

ing treasure boxes with samples
and gadgets.”

❙

and scents, and home deodorant
Deoflor develops and manu-

or neutralizing odors in fridges

factures products for industrial

or dustbins and in small and big
rooms.
“Our perfumes are not connected
with the bathroom world. They are
very pleasing,” says Head of Marketing and Sales Veronica Verona,
who joined Deoflor in February.
“Green and blue colours are most
requested, and ocean or pine the
fragrances. Nature is the trend,

9
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Sustainable solutions for toilet
cleaning products
and home deodorants, developed
and manufactured
by Deoflor

Deoflor S.P.A.

via Vespolate, 48
27030 Confienza (PV)
Italy
 +39 0384 64461
 +39 0384 64462
 anna.nava@deoflor.it
 www.deoflor.it
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specialties for deodorizing clothes

Interview with Massimiliano Mancini, Founder and CEO of FlavourArt srl

The tasteful side of
smoking
FlavourArt srl

Via Delle Industrie 26
28047 Oleggio (NO)
Italy
 +39 0321 960553
 +39 0321 204549

We are long past the days of ‘Mad Men’ –
when it was socially acceptable to smoke
in every office, home and restaurant. With
the advent of stricter non-smoking laws to
protect bystanders, smokers were forced
outdoors. Electronic cigarettes and ‘vaping’
have entered the scene, offering a healthier alternative to conventional tobacco products, and FlavourArt srl provides the perfect
accessories. The Italian company produces
flavours for e-cigarettes, making smoking
tasteful again. Massimiliano Mancini, CEO
and Founder of FlavourArt, believes vaping
is the future of smoking, and his company is
primed to serve this growing market.

 support@flavourart.it
 www.flavourart.it

With about 250 flavours and e-liquid bases for
electronic cigarettes, customers are sure to
find the right flavour, whether it is fruity, sweet,
savoury or flowery

When the CEO and his wife Anna

root quickly. We decided to focus

Facchino founded FlavourArt in

on flavourings for the electronic

2006, the plan looked very dif-

cigarette market, and our webshop

ferent: He had been working in

was the perfect platform for that fo-

seasonings and aromas for the

cus. We knew from the beginning

food industry for nearly 20 years

that e-cigarettes would not be just

and aimed to continue in this field.

a passing fad. I had the wonderful

“We had an online shop just one

opportunity to establish a market

cigarettes, called e-liquids, with or

tropicals, florals, savouries, sweets

year in, and that proved hugely

that hadn’t existed before.”

without nicotine as well as elec-

– something for every taste,” the

beneficial to us,” Mr. Mancini

FlavourArt has flagship stores in five major European cities, including this store in
Barcelona, where customers can experience the flavours first hand

tronic cigarettes and accessories,

CEO adds. “Customers often buy

says. “E-cigarettes came to the

Today the FlavourArt portfolio

in addition to water-soluble flavour-

several different flavours to mix

European market in 2009 and took

encompasses liquid bases for e-

ings. “We offer about 250 flavours:

their ideal flavour at home.” The

EUROPEAN
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The product portfolio also encompasses e-cigarettes and accessories to cover all a
vaper’s needs

e-liquids are based on the proper-

is less damaging to health than

ties of different varieties of tobacco

conventional smoking,” he says.

for a more authentic experience. A

“You smoke an e-cigarette like

research program with a company

you would a regular cigarette, but

in Milan supports FlavourArt’s

there’s no yellowing of the teeth or

product development. With flag-

fingers because there’s no tar. You

ship stores in five major cities in

get flavour instead of a mouth full

Europe – Milan, Barcelona, Berlin,

of smoke.” Electronic cigarettes

London and Paris – customers

are a global phenomenon, with

have a chance to buy FlavourArt

growth throughout Asia and Africa.

products in person.

Mr. Mancini believes the major tobacco brands are preparing for the

While the company is headquar-

change in people’s smoking habits.

tered in Oleggio, FlavourArt also

After all, they will not want to lose

has a partnership called FlavourArt

business. “Traditional cigarettes

GmbH in Hamburg, Germany,

will become a niche product,” the

and the Toronto-based FlavourArt

CEO adds. “The number of deaths

North America is 80% owned by

caused by conventional cigarettes

the Italian company. A total of 70

is still considerable, so politicians

employees work for the company,

should be fostering e-cigarette

with sales revenues of 14 million

technology. It’s a game-changer

EUR in Italy, one million EUR in

that can alter the balance of the

Germany and about seven or eight

economy.” Nonetheless, current

million EUR in Canada. Exports

legislation is contradictory and

account for 60%. Fairs in Verona,

unclear. “Politicians need to listen

Dortmund, London, Paris and

to the industry,” Mr. Mancini con-

Moscow, such as the InterTabac,

tinues. “We could change health

improve customer contact.

statistics. Many people could live
longer, better lives by switching to

Mr. Mancini foresees a positive
future for FlavourArt. “Vaping

11 www.european-business.com

electronic cigarettes.”

❙

Interview with Marco Vaschieri, CEO of NovaBell S.p.A.

Turning nice into stunning
with ceramics
Trends in interior decor come and go, but ceramics have been a constant feature for many
years. Wall and floor tiles may change in style in line with the latest trends, but the love that
designers and householders have for ceramics lives on. They are not only highly practical,
the right ceramic tiles can tranform a room from a bland nice to absolutely stunning. Italian
company NovaBell S.p.A. is a specialist in the field of indoor and outdoor ceramics. NovaBell
was established in 1988; however, its founder, Silvio Bellei, already had many years of experience in the field and was considered something of a pioneer in the world of ceramics.

“Mr. Bellei founded a number of

mats to suit every situation.” While

companies in the 1960s which are

NovaBell is the main brand, a new

still in the market today,” explains

brand, Abita, was introduced five

CEO Marco Vaschieri. “However,

years ago with the aim of reach-

he wanted to create something

ing a different client segment.

where he had complete autonomy

The Abita range is narrower and

to use his experience and further

less articulated in comparison to

develop his love of ceramics.”

NovaBell. Nevertheless, quality

What Mr. Bellei created in Nova-

and service are key to the success

Bell was a manufacturer of quality

of both the NovaBell and Abita

ceramic tiles which are both practi-

brands. “We use prime materials

cal and striking. 90% of its product

and very advanced technology,”

range is for floors, mostly indoors,

underlines Mr. Vaschieri. “We are

although NovaBell produces a

now implementing Industry 4.0,

number of collections for outdoor

which for us means efficient pro-

use too. The company manufac-

ductivity and quality control. Three

in 1988, he immediately modern-

tures a broad range of tile formats,

characteristics assure our strong

ized it, resulting in significant

from the traditional 60 x 60 cm

ranking in the market: know-how,

improvements in production ef-

and 30 x 60 cm, considered me-

technology and quality.” Marble

ficiency and product quality. He

dium sized, to the new, larger for-

and wood-effect tiles, the Imperial

followed a philosophy of prudence

mats of 80 x 80 cm, 60 x 120 cm

and My Space lines, respectively,

and constant growth – gradual evo-

and 80 x 160 cm. “Our products

are amongst the best sellers, and

lution, always making sure the tim-

are in the medium to high-quality

the company recently presented

ing was right. Although Mr. Bellei

segment,” says Mr. Vaschieri. “I

six new collections at the Cersaie

died in 2010, his three daughters

believe we have reached a high

ceramics exhibition in Bologna.

are equally passionate about what

level both aesthetically and techni-

“We follow market trends but not

he created at NovaBell, and they

cally in terms of product range and

fashion,” Mr. Vaschieri adds.

continue to invest in the company,

production techniques. Our tiles

Floor tiles, here from the Kingstone
range, make up 90% of the portfolio

The new Eiche collection was presented
at the recent Cersaie exhibition

assuring its long-term future. “We

out. “By 2018, we will have three

meet the requirements of a broad

When Mr. Bellei acquired the

have invested in new ovens and

cutting and adjustment lines. We

clientele. We have colours and for-

somewhat old-fashioned firm back

pressing plants,” the CEO points

were the first company to use a

EUROPEAN
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NovaBell S.p.A.

Via Molino 1
42014 Roteglia (RE)
Italy
 +39 0536 861111
 +39 0536 851205
 info@novabell.it
 www.novabell.it

NovaBell wall and floor tiles are manufactured using the latest production techniques and only top-quality
materials

dry cutting system for pavement

wholesalers, while in North Ameri-

the product.” The financial crisis

Our goal is to build on the progress

materials. We have also invested in

ca, it uses distributors.

of 2008 threw the ceramics in-

we have made over recent years

dustry into disarray. Mr. Vaschieri

and increase our market share.

a very advanced logistics system,
developed together with an exter-

Company culture plays a critical

describes the market today as

Important for us is that the com-

nal software companye.” 88% of

role in NovaBell’s success. “We

effervescent. “We try to optimize

pany remains the master of its own

NovaBell’s 52.5 million EUR turn-

have created a harmonious work-

the ‘made in Italy’ label,” he says.

destiny.”

over is generated through exports,

ing environment, which means

67% of which are within Europe,

that employees are committed.

the remainder to North America,

This is critical for quality and ser-

Asia Pacific and Africa. “European

vice, and our client relationships,”

markets are our focus, in particular

notes Mr. Vaschieri. “I believe that

France and Germany, which are

honesty and reliability are the key

stable and professional markets,”

to success, and our clients really

says Mr. Vaschieri. In Europe,

appreciate this. We try to sell the

NovaBell sells its products through

company in its entirety, not just

❙

NovaBell specializes in interior wall
and floor ceramics.
Its striking designs
can transform an
attractive room into
a stunning one

Interior designers and householders love ceramics
for both their practicality and design possibilities

The My Space wood-effect
collection has been one of
the company’s best sellers
for the past four years

business
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Interview with Francesco Buscaini, Sales Manager of Buscaini Angelo S.r.l.

The fresher the better
Nowhere is competition more intense than in the grocery retail sector. This competition has
led to increasing consolidation as bigger supermarket chains are created to optimize supply
chains and increase purchasing power. A major player in the region in and around Rome is
Buscaini Angelo S.r.l., which owns the PIM, Agorá and Iperfamily store brands. The familyowned chain now owns and manages 15 supermarkets in the Rome area, stocking both food
and non-food items but specializing in particular in fresh food. It pursues an aggressive
policy focused on service and quality as well as price.

An inviting display of fresh produce in one of the company’s Agorá supermarkets

The fresh fish counter always features an eye-popping and
mouth-watering display of the day’s catch

Buscaini Angelo S.r.l. is a family-

with the company for the past 15

aisles that make shopping easier.

provide us with opportunities to

owned chain of supermarkets now

years. “This signalled the com-

Time has become an increas-

tempt customers to make impulse

managed by the third generation

pany’s desire to modernize and

ingly precious commodity for most

purchases. Quality is an absolute

of the Buscaini family. Like many

go with the times in a way that we

people, so being able to buy eve-

must in achieving this aim, and

in the sector, it started out in the

continue to this day.”

rything on the shopping list from a

this is where we focus the greatest

single store is a key advantage. “As

attention.”

food supply business as a small,
family-owned greengrocer’s shop

The evolution of the supermarket

a supermarket chain, we want our

in 1939. “The turning point came

seems complete. The weekly shop

customers to be able to find what

Sales of fresh food form the su-

with the addition of canned food

is now an established ritual that

they want quickly and easily,” says

permarket chain’s core business,

to the range,” says Sales Manager

chains are keen to facilitate with

Mr. Buscaini. “We plan our stores

with foodstuffs such as meat, fish,

Francesco Buscaini, who has been

carefully planned, well-stocked

to be easy to navigate but also

fruit, vegetables, bread and dairy

EUROPEAN
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products accounting for more than

permarket, consumers are heavily

50% of the lines stocked. “We are

influenced by price and value for

known for the quality of our fresh

money in the end,” says Mr. Bus-

produce,” says Mr. Buscaini. “This

caini. “In our Iperfamily stores, we

is particularly true of our Agorá-

also have a strong non-food sec-

branded stores. The focus in these

tion that includes household white

stores is on a varied selection of

and brown goods. We rely heavily

super fresh foods while the num-

on newspaper inserts and radio

ber of non-food lines is reduced

spots to advertise special offers

compared to our other brands.”

and generate footfall.”

The company’s PIM stores are
more traditional in the range of

Buscaini Angelo’s key strength is

goods stocked with a lesser focus

in fresh food. Each of its stores

on meat, fish and gastronomy

has its own in-store bakery, ensur-

Buscaini Angelo S.r.l.
Via di Torrevecchia 313
00168 Rome
Italy
 +39 06 355761
 +39 06 35576218
 info@supermercatipim.com
 www.supermercatipim.com

White and brown goods are available in the group’s largest Iperfamily superstores

Non-food items are increasingly popular with shoppers keen to do their whole shop
in one store

products. Nevertheless, fresh

ing that freshly baked bread is on

20% share of the grocery market

is also growing demand for organic

fruit and vegetables are the larg-

shelves throughout the day. These

in the region around Rome. With a

and functional foods. The sheer

m2

est in-store department. Finally,

products require greater logisti-

new 3,000

Agorá supermarket

variety of foods on offer on today’s

Iperfamily-branded stores are the

cal effort in the supply chain and

slated to open in the Casalotti area

supermarket shelves is one of the

largest outlets within the portfolio

more attention to product rotation

by the end of the year, this share is

biggest changes that we have seen

on the shelf. A logistics center in

set to rise still further. “In terms of

in the more than 75 years that we

with a sales area of over 4,000

m2.

m2 for

Here, the pricing structure is much

Guidonia with 40,000

dried

trends for the future, we can see a

have been in this business. There

more aggressive with special offers

products and 15,000 m2 for fresh

trend away from red meat towards

is certainly still growth potential in

leading the marketing strategy.

products ensures that stores are

perceived healthier items such as

this business model.”

“While quality and service certainly

always fully stocked. Thanks to its

pulses, fish and so-called super-

play their part in the choice of su-

efforts, Buscaini Angelo enjoys a

foods,” says Mr. Buscaini. “There

business
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Interview with Tullio Pirovano, CEO of Lutech S.p.A.

Facilitating the digital revolution
It is one of the key topics affecting society,
government and business: digital transformation. German Chancellor Angela Merkel identified managing digital transformation as one
of the key challenges facing her government
in a recent speech and called on companies
to take better advantage of the opportunities
that digitalization offers to create jobs and
wealth. In the rest of Europe, similar discussions prevail, and digitalization specialists
like Italian company Lutech S.p.A. work to
provide the tools with which to achieve a successful and profitable digital future.

Entering Lutech’s headquarters means stepping into a future which is resolutely
digital

The future is digital, of that there

porting the digital transforma-

For Mr. Pirovano, digitalization

tract new customers. We are

is no doubt. In fact, digitalization is

tion and offering new business

means delving into the logic of

masters in proposing new meth-

affecting more and more areas of

solutions for its clients. “Lutech

digital transformation and taking

odologies that make use of digital

everyday life as the word ‘smart’ is

intervenes in this process at three

processes apart so that clients

technologies to simplify internal

linked with an ever-growing array

key stages: engineering, solutions

can do more with less. “It means

processes and increase efficiency

of technologies. At the vanguard

and services,” says CEO Tullio

being more efficient and reducing

in dealings with end consumers.”

of these technological advances is

Pirovano. “We act as a technology

internal costs for different things

In the first step of this process, Lu-

Lutech S.p.A. The Italian company

innovator and partner to custom-

involved in achieving greater effi-

tech offers engineering consultan-

designs, implements and manages

ers from various industries. For us,

ciency,” explains the CEO. “It also

cy to define process organization

innovation is the lighthouse that

means selling more and having a

and design technological architec-

beckons us safely into the future.”

better relationship with clients. In

tures that will promote the client’s

the B2B sector, they can only grow

corporate strategy. “Laying the

if they are capable of maintaining

correct groundwork is vital to the

an efficient relationship with their

future success of any digital strat-

innovative solutions
sup-

clients and also at-

egy,” insists Mr. Pirovano. “Digital
transformation is such a powerful
buzzword that it can become a
box-ticking exercise without real
benefits if it is not done properly. It
is not a case of simply being seen
to be engaging with new technolo-

Lutech’s headquarters in Cologno
Monzese not far from Milan
EUROPEAN
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People are the driving force behind Lutech’s impressive growth over the past decade,
and the company does everything it can to attract the best

CEO Tullio Pirovano sees digital
transformation as
an unmissable opportunity to do more
with less

Lutech’s expertise extends across

that applies new processes and

many core activities, making use of

technologies to all communica-

technologies that the Internet has

tion channels to manage client

made all-pervasive over the past

contacts more effectively and ef-

decade to ring significant changes

ficiently. This applies to traditional

in the way these areas operate.

channels such as telephone, fax

gy but actually reaping the rewards

“We work as a typical engineering

“A good example can be seen

and email as well as newer and

it offers.”

company, supplying the base upon

in our CRM and call center solu-

less formal routes via SMS, com-

which the client is able to build the

tions,” says Mr. Pirovano. “Instead

munication apps, chats and social

This can really be seen in the

IT part of the solution. We design

of these activities representing a

media.”

solutions that arise out of the con-

and implement application solu-

cost center for the company, they

sultancy phase. “We have a major

tions and technologies in partner-

can be seen as an opportunity for

advantage in the fact that we can

ship with the leading international

the direct or indirect generation of

act as the interlocutor for end-to-

operators in the ICT sector, thus

new profits. We make it possible

end clients,” says Mr. Pirovano.

providing an end-to-end solution.”

to implement a business strategy

›››

Lutech S.p.A.

Via Milano, 150
20093 Cologno Monzese (MI)
Italy
 +39 0225 427011
 +39 0225 427090
 info@lutech.it
 www.lutech.it
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Interview with Tullio Pirovano, CEO of Lutech S.p.A.

Overburdened health services must take every advantage from the digital revolution
they can – Lutech shows the way

In brief
Core Competence

IT specialist for the digital revolution

Facts & Figures

Accounting for 25% of turnover, financial solutions are a key area of activity for
Lutech

A similar approach also updates

Pirovano. “As a real clinical tool,

enterprise applications such as

it is accessible via a web browser

enterprise content and document

from any terminal, allowing both

management, business intel-

clinicians and administrative per-

ligence & analytics, e-commerce

sonnel complete access to a pa-

• Founded: 2000
• Structure: Sole shareholder One Equity Partners
• Branch offices: UK, France, Romania, Albania
• Employees: 1,158
• Turnover: 185 million EUR
• Export: 10%

and BSS applications from billing

tient’s records. It has the potential

to management of the entire life

to completely replace the medical

cycle of the software. Using its

records department and bring

knowledge of ARS Remedy’s tech-

those records directly to the bed

nology and BMC ITSM Suite along

of the patient with the purpose of

with the SERVICE NOW cloud

optimizing efficiency and improv-

Products & Services

solution, Lutech offers specific

ing clinical care at each point of

Engineering consultancy on technological architectures, ICT
solutions, operative management and system outsourcing
services

expertise in the analysis, develop-

contact with the health system.”

Target Groups

Energy, finance, manufacturing, retail, services, public sector,
health care, telecommunications and media

Philosophy

‘Innovation is the lighthouse that leads us’

Future

Consolidation in current markets combined with growth in
international markets

ment and maintenance of complex
application solutions, designed

Public sector and healthcare

to manage, monitor and optimize

solutions are just one of five key

business workflows.

sectors served by Lutech, which
is also active in finance, telecom-

The company’s digital transforma-

munications and media, energy

tion practices also cover the areas

and utilities, and manufacturing.

of managed services, networking,

“Each sector has a differing set

next-generation data centers,

of requirements or goals that it

process and project management,

wishes to achieve by embracing

security and IT governance, and

digital transformation,” says Mr.

wHospital®.

Pirovano. “We are structured in

care sector.

EUROPEAN
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This last area is a

complete innovation for the health“wHospital®

is the first

such a way that we can cover different markets and offer tailored

web framework for the creation of

expertise.” One of the biggest

electronic health records (EHR)

sectors for Lutech, accounting for

and digital management of clinical

25% of its annual turnover, is the

data, with legal standing,” says Mr.

finance and banking sector. The

www.european-business.com 18

pace of change here is particularly

with a primary European satellite

Pirovano joined the company as

subsidiary company in Cologne

rapid, with new cashless payment

broadcaster, it also enjoys a strong

CEO with the task of doubling turn-

called Teratron, which is mainly

methods supplying both opportuni-

presence in Italy in this market.

over. By the end of 2016, this goal

concerned with solutions for the

ties and challenges. “We are very

“Here, we are experimenting suc-

had been achieved with room to

Internet of Things and the automo-

well equipped in the finance sec-

cessfully with new artificial intel-

spare and a record turnover result

tive sector. Finally a company in

tor both in Italy and abroad with a

ligence technologies to generate

of 177 million EUR. “We have now

Romania works on solutions for the

broad portfolio of vertical software

greater process efficiency both

agreed on a new plan which will

credit sector.

solutions for the credit sector and

internally and with end consum-

take us through to 2019 and which

specialized professional services

ers,” explains Mr. Pirovano. “Since

prioritizes consolidation within as

Exports already account for 10% of

for the banking sector in general,”

2015, we have strengthened our

well as outside the Italian market

Lutech’s turnover and are gener-

says Mr. Pirovano. “We can solve

position in these markets through

and targets international expansion

ated primarily in Germany, France,

infrastructure deficiencies and

international partnerships.”

as a key priority,” says Mr. Piro-

the Netherlands and Spain. There

vano. “Together with our new, sole

is a growing need for IT expertise

solve specific business problems
by delivering complex systems tai-

Lutech has grown rapidly over

shareholder, a Frankfurt-based

throughout Western Europe, so

lored specifically to the sector and

the past 17 years after being cre-

private equity company, we want

it is unlikely that Lutech’s expan-

based on practical experience.”

ated through the spin-off of the IT

to increase turnover to between

sion will stop there. “I would like

department of Lucchini, a multi-

400 and 450 million EUR through

to see us with a greater presence

Lutech is also heavily involved

national metal company. It merged

a mixture of organic growth and

in international markets in the fu-

in public administration in the

with consultancy firm GPLV Power

acquisitions.”

ture,” says Mr. Pirovano. “I would

Lombardy region of Italy. It won

in 2004 and began to diversify its

the tender to manage all of the

portfolio. A major milestone was

Germany is the obvious first choice

the group that share our values

IT services used by municipal of-

reached in 2009 with the launch

for Lutech in its efforts to expand

and want to join us on this path

fices throughout Lombardy with

of a health insurance card system,

its international activities, not least

to greater expansion. My goal for

particular responbility for critical

which is now a European leader

because its new owner, One Equity

the future is to see Lutech ranked

services. This is a key contract for

with nine million cards in circula-

Partners, is based there. In ad-

among the top ten multinationals

us.” Another important area is the

tion in the Lombardy region. By

dition to local offices throughout

in Italy and with a worldwide pres-

telecommunications and media

2012, turnover had grown to 85

Italy, Lutech also has a subsidiary

ence.”

sector. Through its partnership

million EUR. The next year, Mr.

in Nantes, France, as well as a

also welcome other companies to

This ambitious goal reflects the
dynamism of a company that has
already achieved a great deal in
less than two decades. It also reflects the pace of change that the
digital revolution is ushering in. LuNew digital payment solutions are
making spontaneous purchases much
more convenient

tech promises its clients the ability
to stay ahead of this change and
adapt their products and services
to an increasingly tech-savvy and
social media-connected generation
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Interview with Cristian Colombo, Owner of Color Project European Srl

First impressions count

Color Project European produces sprayed and coated colour samples for the automotive, building and industrial sectors and is among the top three worldwide

Colour is an essential ingredient of every
product and can often be the deciding factor
in its success or failure. If the way a product
looks doesn’t appeal to the consumer, then
they are less likely to make a positive purchasing decision. Color Project European is
one of the world’s leading producers of colour
samples and works with producers in the car,
building and manufacturing industries to provide them with perfect reproductions of their
original model colours. And there’s more to
the process than meets the eye.

The human eye is a remarkable

recognizes and archives the differ-

work and production; we invest a

order to a strip coated colour, and

piece of engineering, and as

ent formulas.”

lot of time and money in improving

that is how it all started. The origi-

our production lines and adapting

nal idea was to produce paint for

them to the paint lines.”

decoration and automotive sectors.

Cristian Colombo, Owner of Color
Project European says: “Even in

Everything Color Project European

2017, with all our advancements

does is based around the specific

in technology, there are currently

needs of its clients. Its produc-

The company was established

vided into 70% European and 30%

no instruments that can see exact-

tion facilities are the largest in the

in the early 1990s by a union of

American, while its decoration

ly what the human eye can. Our

world, and it can tint a very high

people who worked with colours

market is almost all in Europe. To-

eyes are unrivalled; no software

number of colours in a very short

and who had experience in man-

day the company has a turnover of

can match them.” This is why the

space of time – a fact that its cli-

agement and in manufacturing.

20 million EUR, and until ten years

company invests such great time

ents appreciate and have come

Mr. Colombo’s father, Giuseppe

ago, this was split 80% automotive

and energy in finding the right

to expect. In fact, producing the

Colombo, and Lucia Aimo founded

(water or solvent-based paint) and

people. Mr. Colombo explains:

highest quality in a fast delivery

the company after receiving an

20% decorative. Recently, how-

“There are two very important

time is what the company prides

things to know about the employ-

itself on. As Mr. Colombo puts it:

ees working with us. Firstly, they

“Everything is customized and

need to be able to see and correct

bound to our clients’ requirements,

colour extremely precisely, which

an ad-hoc product precisely for

requires a very long and intensive

them. We produce sprayed and

period of training. Secondly, the

coated colour samples for the au-

colour specialists who work with

tomotive, building and industrial

us have been with us since the be-

sectors, and all our clients appreci-

ginning, have been trained by us

ate the high quality of our tinting

or have joined us after completing

and the efficiency of our work.” Mr.

their training at chemical schools

Colombo continues: “To move in

or colleges. We combine the skills

line with our customers, we have

and capability of our colourists to

to be very forward thinking. We’re

see colours with equipment that

constantly monitoring our tinting

EUROPEAN
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Today its automotive market is di-

Color Project European steadily invests in improving their production lines and
adapting them to their paint lines
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Precision is fundamental: The greatest challenge is to faithfully reproduce on paper
the specific qualities of each colour

Its production facilities, that belong to the largest in the world, enable the company
to tint a huge number of colours in a very short space of time

ever, the decorative industry has

the production process is equally

Our greatest challenge is to faith-

worldwide. As for the future, Mr.

developed to 40% and the auto-

important,” says Mr. Colombo. “At

fully reproduce on paper the effect

Colombo says: “We see great po-

motive industry is now at 60%.

the end of the chain, precision is

any colour gives when applied to

tential to grow and increase Color

fundamental when it comes to as-

a different kind of substrate. We

Project European’s presence in

Color Project European has two

sembling the colours in line with

have to replicate not only the exact

the market over the next few years.

sites in the Bergamo province of

the client’s specifications, yet this

shade but also the same structure

As for 2017, new challenges and

Italy. The first, Ponte San Pietro, is

precision is key at the start too. It

and brilliance – as well as all the

new paint lines being developed by

responsible for production and tint-

is hard to imagine, but new colours

colour’s characteristics observed

multinational companies mean we

ing, while the second at Chignolo

come onto the market every single

from different angles.” This preci-

have to keep on our toes. Only this

d’Isola takes care of assembly and

day as new pigments are invented

sion is exactly what the company

way can we continue to provide

administration. The printing work

and new effects created. This

prides itself on and is why it is

perfect, lasting first impressions.”

of the samples is outsourced to ex-

changes not only the shade of a

number one in Europe and in the

ternal companies. “Each chain in

colour but its very structure, too.

top three companies in its field

❙

Color Project European Srl
Via G. Marconi 39
24036 Ponte San Pietro (BG)
Italy
 +39 035 49 39 343
 +39 035 49 38 407
 info@colorprojecteuropean.it
 www.colorprojecteuropean.it
No software can match the human eye: Color Project European spends much time
finding the right staff and training them to become colour specialists

business
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Interview with Giuseppe Benelli, Commercial Director of HSD SpA

Leading the way with
mechatronics
Industry 4.0 is the buzzword currently dominating the discussion over
the future of manufacturing. It is a trend that every player in the sector
must grapple with if they, too, are to have a future. For HSD SpA in Italy,
Industry 4.0 is seen as an opportunity rather than a challenge, and it has seized
that opportunity in the best way possible as a pioneer of mechatronics. HSD specializes in
the design and manufacture of electrospindles. Its ground-breaking e-core technology was
launched in 2012 while 2-axis heads featuring its innovative direct drive technology were
introduced in 2014, ensuring its position as a pioneer and leader in this field.
“e-core enabled us to engage with

bits used to work wood, metal, alu-

Industry 4.0 and offer compatible

minium, plastics, glass and stone.

products,” says Commercial Direc-

“With our extremely broad product

tor Giuseppe Benelli. “e-core al-

range, we can process virtually any

lows communication between dif-

material with the exception of tex-

ferent pieces of machinery in order

tiles,” says Mr. Benelli. “Although

for information to be exchanged.”

we are only positioned second in

This is the fundamental capability

the market in terms of turnover, we

at the heart of Industry 4.0, which

rank as the market leader in terms

is not so much a trend as a para-

of the breadth of applications we

digm shift. Automation augmented

can cater to.”

through communication to achieve
even greater manufacturing ef-

Electrospindles make up the

ficiency. “We were pioneers at

bulk of HSD’s annual production

the time as no one was yet talking

output. The company produced

about Industry 4.0 as an identifi-

38,000 spindles in 2017. Its new

able movement,” explains Mr.

2-axis heads have already proved

Italy at its headquarters in Gradara

although its location is still under

Benelli. “It was not until later that

highly successful with more than

using components delivered by

wraps. Exports are key to HSD’s

that the name was coined to refer

1,000 produced last year to meet

Italian suppliers.

business, accounting for 85% of its

to innovations such as e-core.”

demand. “This area offers huge

HSD’s headquarters and production facility in Gradara is set to double in size by
2019 to accommodate its ambitious growth targets

annual 100 million EUR turnover.

potential for us to grow in the fu-

HSD sells to the machine tool

“As well as having a local presence

Having made the first steps in the

ture,” says Mr. Benelli. “We plan to

industry worldwide. It has estab-

in key markets, we also exhibit at

direction of intelligent machinery,

invest heavily in this product line

lished branch offices to serve its

as many as 50 trade fairs each

HSD now identifies itself as a

over the next three years following

key markets in the USA, Germany,

year around the world,” says Mr.

mechatronics company. It has be-

its successful launch in 2014.”

China and most recently South

Benelli. “Of these, the most impor-

come an expert in combining me-

The remainder of its product range

Korea. As well as providing sales

tant are the EMO and Ligna fairs in

chanical, electrical and electronic

covers smart motors, aggregates,

advice, the company’s local offices

Hanover and several fairs in China.

components to create a competi-

boring heads and multifunctional

also provide after sales service

These we attend ourselves while at

tive advantage for its customers.

modular units. All of the compa-

and maintenance. A new office is

others we are represented by our

Electrospindles hold and drive drill

ny’s products are made entirely in

slated to open in the near future

local sales partners.”
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Like many engineering companies,

also continue to develop products

HSD struggles at times to recruit

that are compatible with Industry

suitably qualified engineers to fill

4.0. This technology is much in

vacancies. “This is an ongoing

demand from the manufacturing

problem for everyone in the in-

sector and helps to achieve even

dustry and the answer has to start

greater process efficiencies, there-

earlier in schools by encouraging

by cutting costs.”

more children to take an interest in
STEM subjects,” says Mr. Benelli.

With the backing of its parent com-

“We work together with schools

pany, a stock market-listed group,

and universities and have our own

HSD hopes to double its turnover

academy where we provide train-

within the next three to five years

ing for our employees. It is vital
that we bring on a new generation

HSD’s Direct Drive technology for 2-axis heads was launched in 2014 and represents a significant growth area for the company

of engineers in order to safeguard

through organic expansion as
well as acquisitions. “This is an
ambitious target but the necessary

Italy’s position as a center for en-

cial crisis, we have grown by 10%

ing, the market for machine tools is

conditions and opportunities are

gineering expertise, which is why

per year on average and in the last

focused on Europe, China and the

all waiting to be exploited,” insists

we are playing our own part in the

three years by as much as 15%.

USA. “By targeting the metal in-

Mr. Benelli. “Our fortunes are, of

process.”

As a result, we will double our

dustry in these countries, we have

course, closely tied together with

production capacity by 2019.” Ac-

been able to widen our product

those of the machine tool manu-

At present, the future looks rosy for

cording to Mr. Benelli, the reasons

range and generate a significant

facturers that we supply, but that

HSD. Having got in on the Industry

for this rapid growth can be traced

competitive advantage,” explains

particular industry is also booming

4.0 revolution at the beginning,

back to its entry into the metal-

Mr. Benelli. “In order to capitalize

which is why we can be so optimis-

it has cornered a lucrative and

working sector in 2006 and the

on these gains, we will continue to

tic about the future. Nevertheless,

growing market. “We are currently

consolidation of its sales subsidiar-

add innovative new products for

we must find new customers as

growing at a phenomenal rate,”

ies, primarily those in Germany

the metal and plastics process-

well as grow together with our ex-

says Mr. Benelli. “Since the finan-

and China. Geographically-speak-

ing sectors to our range. We will

isting customers.”

❙

HSD SpA

Via Pesaro, 10A
61012 Gradara (PU)
Italy
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Electrospindles featuring HSD’s innovative ecore technology are able to collect data regarding their current status and communicate these
with the central computer

 +39 0541 979001
 +39 0541 979050
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